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same meaning is to be read in "bond maid" and "free woman55,1
Bond means bandhan. Scriptures are compared to the mother in
flesh who, it is pointed out, has the status of a slave so that her
children are also born slaves.
Faith, which means bhakti, is described as a divine mother,
whose children are angels. Read the sentences which precede and
follow in the light of this explanation and tell me whether you
follow them properly or not. The 56th verse of Chapter 15 in
/ Corinthians means that sin is the sting of death, that, in other
words, that a sinful man alone feels death as a sting. For the
virtuous, it is the means of attaining mohsha. The second line
means that mere dry knowledge of the scripture has the power of a
curse. We observe this at every step. Hundreds of sins are com-
mitted in the name of scripture. The meaning of Romans V, 20
is simple enough. Scripture made its appearance again and led to
more crimes. As the load of sins increased, however, God's grace
also increased in like measure. That is, even in such evil times,
men were found who broke themselves free from the chains of dry
learning and, teaching the way of bhakti, brought out the hidden
meaning of scripture; this was God's grace. St. John, XV, 3 means
this: "Now ye are clean through the word which I have spoken
unto you/5 Here "are" denotes the future- and "through5' should
be taken to mean "by acting according to".
Think twice before introducing changes by way of reform in
your life. But I wish that, having once adopted a change, you would
cling to it like a leech. Love the virtues of Mr* Kallenbach. Know
his weakness when you see it and keep yourself away from
it. The latest change you have introduced has not been adopted
after due thought. You are not bound to adopt all the changes
which Mr, Kallenbach may make. You must learn to think inde-
pendently for yourself and stick to your judgement. It will not
matter if, in doing so, you sometimes go wrong. You are even
entitled to oppose my views after you have honestly thought over
a matter; in cases in which it seems right to oppose me, opposition
becomes your duty. It is my earnest desire that you should
understand the idea of mofaha and aspire for it. This will never
come about, however, till you develop a capacity for independent
thinking and firmness of mind. At present, you are in the con-
dition of a creeper. It assumes the shape of the tree over which
it spreads, That is not what the atman does. The atman is free
and, in its essence, omnipotent.
"Alffaham had two sons; the one by a bond maid, the other by a free
*, IV, 22.

